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Suffolk County and Express Scripts  
Finalist Follow Up – June 24, 2021 
Thank you for the opportunity to discuss your commercial members and the future of their 
pharmacy benefits. We greatly appreciated your time and have provided additional information 
we gathered since the finalist meeting for your consideration. 

Audit 
While we encourage clients to audit the previous 24 months, we have confirmed that we can allow Suffolk 
County’s commercial business to audit a previous 36-month time frame and waive the applicable fees for the 
extended time frame. Express Scripts will ensure this language is captured in the commercial contract. 

Reporting 
1. Scott Connelly, Account Manager, sent an email to Barbarann Ott today requesting a list of those individuals 

Suffolk County would like to see added to the access list for the Trend Central® reporting tool.  
2. Trend Central data update frequency: 

Reports Data availability Retention 

Billing/Invoice Reports Refreshed biweekly following the claims load schedule Rolling 36 months 

Reports with PMPM/ 
Member Counts  By the 10th of the month  Rolling 36 months 

PZ Reports  
(prior authorization) Daily for previous day activity Rolling 36 months 

Products and Services Monthly based on the Trend Central data refresh schedule Rolling 36 months 
Remaining Service 
Date Reports Daily for same day activity Rolling 36 months 

 
3. Pharmacy-specific data is available through Trend Central. As for the pharmacy reports, there are several 

standard, plus the custom tool can also be utilized to meet Suffolk County’s needs. We have flexible reporting 
to accommodate Suffolk County, as some are more aligned with product and services management, which can 
be made available monthly, while others are designed as a more of a claim reference, which can be provided 
daily. Regarding spikes in utilization at specific pharmacy locations, we have a variety of report options that 
would provide insights with the latter frequency (daily and same day.) If additional reporting is needed by 
Suffolk County, Express Scripts will work to provide the custom reporting on an adhoc basis or build it into the 
reporting tool.  
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International claims 
Express Scripts provides Suffolk County with several options from which to choose with regard to processing 
foreign claims. These include: 

• Rejecting all foreign claims 

• Allowing foreign claims processing to occur by generating a simulated national drug code (NDC) number and 
editing claims against our system to verify eligibility and duplicate claims information. We use unique codes to 
identify foreign claims. 

• Allowing foreign claims processing when members supply Express Scripts with the American Equivalent NDC. 
This allows us to perform all edits, including drug coverage edits. Please note that this customized option can 
cause member disruption, as American Equivalent NDCs are not always available. 
 

If Suffolk County elects to permit foreign drug claims processing for commercial claims, the member must submit 
a direct reimbursement form and receipt. The claim form should include all of the member’s information along 
with the drug information, currency used, and country of purchase. After we receive this information, we enter the 
claim into our real-time claims processing system and adjudicate the claim accordingly. To calculate the 
converted value of the claim, we use the services of a financial website, which provides the exchange rate in 
effect when the prescription was filled (date of service). Express Scripts reimburses foreign claims in American 
currency. 

We typically encourage clients to cover foreign claims. The member would pay out of pocket and send in a receipt 
for reimbursement so long as the drug has an American NDC equivalent, meaning it has to be a medication 
recognized by the United States. In some cases, foreign countries distribution of medications is sooner than when 
the U.S. FDA has approved the drug, thus creating an issue for reimbursement for the member. 

In terms of mailing, we will mail to Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico, however, we cannot mail to a foreign country. 
With that said, some scenarios are unique, for example, if a member has a client traveling abroad for school, we 
suggest mailing to the parent’s home and they can mail it to their child. There are laws surrounding Express 
Scripts in regards to mailing prescriptions directly abroad, but not for individuals. 

We will review all options for coverage during Suffolk County’s implementation. Please note, Suffolk County’s 
EGWP business does not currently cover foreign claims. 

Pricing 
1. Express Scripts has agreed to offer Suffolk County a separate $5.00 per member implementation pharmacy 

management fund (PMF) in addition to the $15.00 per member PMF that is in our current offer. 
2. Please note we are currently working to provide Suffolk County with year 3 and year 4 pricing for the EGWP 

business resulting in savings greater than the $4.2M from year 1 and year 2 extension. The full pricing offer is 
effective 1/1/2022 and is contingent upon securing Suffolk County’s commercial business.  

3. Increasing the refill too soon percentage does not have an impact on pricing. 
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For additional information, please visit Suffolk County’s microsite.  

 

Health care is personal.  
Your experience working  
with us should be too. 

 
Learn more: 
Scan QR code or visit the link below: 
https://www.express-
scripts.com/corporate/suffolk-county  
BELOW PASSWORD REQUIRED FOR 
LOG-IN. PASSWORD IS CASE-SENSITIVE:  
Password: suffolkco 

https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/suffolk-county
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/suffolk-county
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